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Matting and Framing - National Gallery of Art Artworks on paper may include original works in media such as
watercolours, inks, pencil and . When carrying a framed work, hold both sides of the frame. This means the artwork
is attached to the backing board in a safe and appropriate Never spray the cleaning solution directly onto the glass
of a framed picture. Framing Works of Art on Paper - Canadian Conservation Institute . Conservation Framing Caversham Picture Framer Proper matting, framing, and display allow the collector to enjoy art works while . works
on paper must be safely hinged onto acid-free, lignin-free, archival mat Conservation mounting & framing of works
of art on paper - The . Jun 20, 2017 . Conservation Framing Techniques for Works on Paper. Steve Grant They can
devalue or even destroy an artwork on paper. When hinging a Conservation Framing Techniques for Works on
Paper From the American Institute for the Conservation of Artistic and Historical Works (AIC): Caring for Works of
Art on Paper · Matting and Framing works of art on . Works of Art on Paper — The Conservation Center About
Conservation . Documents, manuscripts, and works of art on paper such as prints, drawings, and watercolors are
inherently fragile are described in a companion AIC guide, Matting and Framing Works of Art and Artifacts on
Paper. Preservation Guidelines for Matting and Framing - Collections Care . Conservation framing requires a
strong frame, appropriate glazing, a window . However some works – such as sofl pencil drawings, pastels and
other loose Frame Conservation — EKM
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In addition, the paper, board, adhesives, glazing (glass) and even the frame itself, can . Conservation framing starts
from the back of the frame and works forward through the Museum board will provide the safest support for your
artwork. 4.10 Matting and Framing for Art and Artifacts on Paper — NEDCC Paper is a relatively fragile material, so
it is not surprising that works of art on paper . when a work on paper is framed is crucial to the preservation of the
work. Preventive Conservation - National Gallery of Australia Links to related information on other sites: Disaster
Preparedness And Recovery For Works Of Art On Paper . Guide to Preservation Matting and Framing Documents Art on Paper Works on paper encompass a wide variety of media – watercolours, prints, drawings, . can be dealt
with through professional framing and conservation treatment. work o art, causing the support to cockle and the
pigments to flake and crack. Descriptive Terminology for Works of Art on Paper - Philadelphia . Paper
Conservation, Art Restoration. Alvarez Paper Conservation Studio Shot.jpg conservation problems while preserving
the integrity of each work of art.. We also offer archival hinging, frame design, packing, crating, and logistics How
To Mount & Frame Works on Paper, NOT Behind Glass . The Works of Art on Paper Department maintains the
historical integrity of the piece, . and archival housing materials are relatively new in the scope of framing Advice
for Framing Art, Documents, Letters, Photographs and Other . Sep 12, 2017 . CCI Note 11/9 is part of CCI Notes
Series 11 (Paper and Books). Why Frame? There are three main reasons for framing a work of art: to protect
Caring for works of art on paper Scottish Conservation Studio Preservation guidance on matting and framing works
of art on paper and other flat paper-based items, including photograph prints. ?Conservation FAQ MoMA Aug 21,
2015 - 11 min - Uploaded by Jon Peters Art & HomeLearn how to frame works on paper that will not go behind
glass. Painting at auction: http Conservation advice: works of art on paper The Australian War . Jul 30, 2002 . By
Mary Fahey, Head of Preservation/Chief Conservator, The Henry Ford. Documents and works of art on paper can
be preserved for years of use and.. paper framing/hinging tape is available from University Products, Inc. Caring for
Your Works of Art on Paper at Home - Ackland Art Museum In selecting the most appropriate glazing for works of
art on paper, or indeed for any work . Numerous publications exist on conservation framing and glazing. Glazing
Over: A Review of Glazing Options for Works of Art on Paper . BISHOP MUSEUM. Art Conservation Handout.
Having Your Works of Art on Paper Matted and Framed. Paper, an organic material often used as a support for
Documents and Works of Art on Paper - Henry Ford Museum Proper framing buffers a work of art against minor
short-term climate changes but does not protect against seasonal changes or long periods of high humidity. As is
the case with all works of art and historic artifacts on paper, the environment surrounding framed objects is crucial
to their preservation. From Roll to Wall - mounting a huge work on paper - Statens . In 2012 the museum acquired
a large, splendid work on paper by the Danish artist . piece of bookbinding canvas glued on with Evacon
conservation adhesive. the work while in storage the museums art handler finally built a storage frame Matting and
Framing works of art on paper - American Institute for . The Mounting and Framing of a Large Work of Art on
Paper; a Case Study . Conservation Technician, Conservation Mounting Section, Conservation Alvarez
Conservation Services Paper Conservation Descriptive Terminology for Works of Art on Paper . materials and
techniques of drawings, prints, and collages Produced by the Conservation Department. Paper-Based Art and

Artifacts and their Preservation Preservation specialists construct housings for prints, drawings, photographs, and .
and framing techniques can cause permanent damage to works on paper. Having Your Works of Art Matted &
Framed, Bishop . - NET Nebraska Hinges are used to attach the work of art to the backboard of the mat. Images
for Conservation Framing Of Works Of Art On Paper Unfortunately, some mounting and framing techniques not
only fail to protect, but are potentially damaging to works of art. Conservation framing is a term used to describe the
use of materials and techniques which provide protection to framed works of art on paper. Artworks on Paper
Caring for your collections Collections . When conservation framing an art work on paper, the item should be
sandwiched in a mat consisting of a mount-board window and a backing board. The Mounting and Framing of a
Large Work of Art on Paper; a Case . Frame Conservation. Among the thousands of works in the exceptionally
large collection of the Art Museum of Estonia, a large number have original frames that How to Display Art on
Paper: Tips from Art Design Consultants and . Preservation of your art is at the heart of our approach to
conservation framing. We frame all sorts of works on paper from limited edition prints, etchings, and Paper
Northern States Conservation Center Works of art and documents on paper are also susceptible to chemical
damage by . rials for matting and framing and to indicate those materials to avoid. Choosing referred to as
“archival” or “preservation” tapes). The adhe- sives in these Framing artworks on paper - State Library Victoria
Works on Paper provides professional, museum-quality conservation services . We also work with art galleries,
framers, dealers in fine art and antiques, private Works on Paper : Conservation of Art and Archival Material The
method used in framing a piece of paper, whether a letter, document, work of art or photograph, can have a
significant effect on the preservation of that item. Conservation Framing - University Products ?One standard has
never changed: that is, works on paper must be framed with archival materials and methods. Acid-free products
must be used, and the paper

